
Cortez Cougars
Google Meet/Direct 

Instruction Google Classroom Independent/Asynchronous Breaks/Lunch Learning Apps

Persistent Learner
Stay on task while completing 
classwork together Complete classwork Complete classwork Manage your time

Listen to/read instructions carefully 
before beginning

Attend RSP/Office Hours Check your "stream" often Give your best effort Use this time to stretch and move Download apps/extensions needed

Ask clarifying questions
Check "classwork" section for 
missing assignments Ask for help/clarifying questions

Be an attentive/whole body listener Focus on content in app

Participate/Answer questions

Accountable Have your computer fully charged Check your "classroom" daily Keep materials organized Return to meet on time
Exhibit integrity; doing what is right 
when no one is watching

Arrive on time Read instructions carefully Keep materials close by
Remove any distractions before 
returning to meet Follow directions

Keep camera on Check assignment due dates/times Replace materials as needed
Use bathroom before returning to 
meet

Let teacher know if you can not 
access apps

Ask for help when needed Turn in assignments on time Stay on task 

Respectful Keep microphone muted
Use tools in Google Classroom to 
avoid interruption Keep camera on

Only interact with your Google 
Meet Only type in your assigned space

Raise your hand/signal 
Respond to questions asked even if 
you are unsure of the answer Keep microphone muted

Eat/drink away from your computer 
and materials Only move your assigned space 

Interact with peers appropriately
Respect other people's ideas/be 
kind

Take turns speaking

Dress appropriately for meet

Stay in meet until dismissed

Collaborative Ask questions in the chat
Guide classmates if they cannot 
find an assignment Work in your brain (self talk) Clean up after yourself

Help others with questions, if 
possible

Participate in break out rooms
Reach out to teacher if you have a 
question Type questions/comments in chat

Ask what time to return if you don't 
know

When working together, take turns 
sharing ideas

Consider other's comments and 
suggestions Ask teacher for help

Chat about school appropriate 
topics

Listen attentively before 
responding

Take turns speaking
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